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Welcome to DCConnect Global, your premier
network service provider dedicated to delivering
unparalleled connectivity and driving digital
transformation.

We offer premium internet services that empower
businesses and enterprises through our
innovative Network-as-a-Service (NaaS)
wholesale and white-labeled product – a first-of-
its-kind in the industry. With DC Gateway, we
enable efficient interconnection of diverse
Autonomous Networks using open APIs.

At DCConnect Global, we specialize in delivering
Internet Services, Global Connectivity, and Telco
Automation, designed to streamline your
operations and fuel your success in the digital
realm.

About DCConnect

Asia IX:
Biggest Asia Peering! 
Dive into the fast lane of connectivity with
DCConnect's Asia IX! Our robust network
infrastructure is your ticket to meeting and
exceeding targets in Southeast Asia.

Achieving your business goals and staying ahead
of the competition is not just a goal; it's a
guarantee. Join the connectivity revolution with
DCConnect's Asia IX and propel your business into
the digital fast lane. Our comprehensive network
infrastructure ensures not only high-performance
connectivity but also provides a strategic
advantage in navigating the dynamic landscape of
Southeast Asia.

Trust us to be your partner in success, providing a
reliable and secure foundation for your business
operations in this thriving region. Unleash the
power of seamless collaboration and real-time
data exchange – DCConnect's Asia IX is not just a
network; it's your gateway to unparalleled
business agility and growth in the heart of
Southeast Asia.

Benefits
Scalability
Effortless connect to multiple IXs and on-
demand, enjoying the flexibility to scale your
bandwidth according to your needs.

Cost Optimization
Eliminate the need for high upfront
investments and pay only for the required
bandwidth and connections.

Improved Network Performance
Facilitate access to a high-speed, low-
latency interconnection for your
applications.

Enhanced Customer Experience
Elevate customer satisfaction by providing
faster access to the applications for your
end users. 



Service Parameter Description

Palform Type
We operate on a highly resilient meshed Layer 2 platform, ensuring
robust and efficient connectivity

Protocol Support
We support both IPv4 and IPv6 peering, providing a smooth
experience for networks utilizing either protocol

Route Server Integration 
Connect directly into the two DCConnect Route Servers, optimizing
the efficiency of data exchange within the network

Security
24/7 NOC Support ensuring rapid response and resolution to any
issues
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We are efficiently connected to major Internet exchange points with a comprehensive solution that
combines centralized hubs, MPLS-enabled connectivity, dedicated Layer 2 links, and scalability
features to enhance network performance. It's more than a connection; it's a pathway to a superior
digital experience for your business and end-users alike!

Asia IX Topology 

Technical Specifications
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Let's Work Together

Contact Us At :

Your business deserves the best connectivity solutions,
and DCConnect is here to help you achieve those goals.
Let's work together and find the right solutions!  

www.dcconnectglobal.com

alliance@dcconnectglobal.com

platform-support@dcconnectglobal.com

SINGAPORE  - HQ 
DCConnect Communication Pte. Ltd. 

23 Tai Seng Drive, #01-00 Deutsche
Telekom Centre, Singapore 535224  

 
INDONESIA 

PT DCConnect Automation Technology 
Unit GFH, 20th Floor, Menara Kadin

Indonesia, Jalan H.R. Rasuna Said, Blok X-5
Kav. 2-3, Jakarta Selatan 12950 

@DCConnect Global Limited

Our website

General inquiry e-mail

Technical support e-mail

Offices

LinkedIn

HONG KONG 
DCConnect Global Limited 

 Unit 02, 43/F, Enterprise Square Three
39 Wang Chiu Road, Kowloon Bay

 
MALAYSIA 

DCConnect SDN. BHD. 
BO2-A-18-1, Menara 3 KL Eco City No.3  

Jalan Bangsar, Wilayah Persekutuan, 
Kuala Lumpur  59200

.  
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